We have proposed a novel type of bandpass plasmonic filter consisting of metal-insulator-metal bus waveguides coupled with a series of side-coupled cavities and stub waveguides. The theoretical modeling demonstrates that our waveguide-resonator system performs a plasmonic analogue of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in atomic systems, as is confirmed by numerical experiments. The plasmonic EIT-like response enables the realization of nanoscale bandpass filters with multiple channels. Additionally, the operating wavelengths and bandwidths of our filters can be efficiently tuned by adjusting the geometric parameters such as the lengths of stub waveguides and the coupling distances between the cavities and stub waveguides. The ultracompact configurations contribute to the achievement of wavelength division multiplexing systems for optical computing and communications in highly integrated optical circuits.
Introduction
With the advances of nanotechnology, nanoplasmonics is emerging as a new research field focusing on light-matter interactions mediated by resonant excitations of surface plasmons (SPs) in metallic nanostructures [1] . SPs, electromagnetic waves coupled to the propagating free electron oscillations at metal-dielectric interfaces, have been considered as promising energy and information carriers to overcome the classical diffraction limit of light and control light at the nanoscale [2, 3] . Recently, SP-assisted nanoscale photonic elements such as the all-optical switching [4, 5] , splitters [6] , interferometers [3, 7] , modulators [8] , sensors [9] , mirrors [10] , amplifier [11] , buffers [12] and Bragg reflectors [13, 14] have been investigated numerically and demonstrated experimentally. Among these configurations, metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguides are the most promising for the realization of truly nanoscale photonic devices due to their deep-subwavelength confinement of light and relatively simple fabrication [15, 16] . As one of the most important devices in communication, plasmonic filters based on MIM waveguides have been studied widely. Bragg gratings fabricated by alternatively stacking two kinds of dielectrics [13] and different gap widths [14] can realize filtering characteristics. To overcome the complexity of fabrication of Bragg reflectors and promote the miniaturization and integration of components, some simple plasmonic wavelength filtering structures based on resonator-coupled MIM waveguides have been proposed and investigated, such as tooth-shaped waveguide filters [17] , plasmonic filters with disks [18] , rectangular [19] , and ring [20] resonators, as well as wavelength demultiplexers [21, 22] . There are two basic types of wavelength-selective elements in MIM plasmonic waveguides, i.e. bandpass and bandstop filters. The bandstop filters reflect special frequencies within a selected band, which is the typical property of Bragg reflectors [13, 14] and side-coupled resonators [17, 19] . The bandpass filters, which permit transmitting particular frequencies, are also important for nanoscale on-chip integrations [18, 20] . The above wavelength-selective plasmonic architectures have one channel and thus only filter wavelengths in a single band. Multi-channel plasmonic filters have been proposed, such as dual-channel filters in a quasiperiodic metal heterowaveguide [23] and high-channel-count bandstop plasmonic filters with MIM Fibonacci-sequence gratings [24] . However, practical applications of the multi-channel plasmonic filters based on MIM Bragg gratings are restricted due to their large dimensions and geometrical complexity. Most importantly, there is currently not an effective scheme to realize high-channel-count bandpass plasmonic filters which are one of most important components in highly integrated optical communications and computing.
In this paper, we propose a novel and simple method for the design of nanoscale high-channel-count bandpass plasmonic filters in a MIM waveguide-resonator system consisting of a MIM bus with arrayed coupled cavities and stub waveguides. The theoretical results show that an obvious electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)-like transmission spectrum is observable in our plasmonic system, which is in good agreement with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. The EIT-like spectral feature is utilized to achieve excellent high-channel-count bandpass filters by the proper architectural design. It is found that the selected wavelengths and bandwidths of our filters can be controlled by adjusting the lengths of stub waveguides and the coupling distances between the cavities and stub waveguides.
Theoretical modeling
As shown in figure 1(a), the plasmonic configuration consists of a MIM bus and stub waveguides coupling with a rectangular cavity (cavity A). When the incident light is injected into the bus waveguide, the transversal-magnetic (TM) SP mode will be strongly confined in the dielectric layer and propagate along the metal gap. Due to the tunneling effect, the incident light will be coupled into the cavities and excite the resonant modes at special wavelengths. For the waveguide-resonator system, the temporal coupled-mode theory can be utilized to analyze the dynamic transmission characteristics [25, 26] . The amplitudes of the incoming and outgoing waves of the cavity are denoted by S +11 , S +12 , S +21 , S −11 , S −12 , and S −21 , as seen in figure 1(a). When an optical wave with a frequency ω is launched only from the input port of the bus waveguide (S +12 = 0), the time-harmonic amplitude a of the cavity can be expressed as
where ω 0 represents the resonance frequency of the Fabry-Perot cavity. κ 0 are the decay rate due to the internal loss in the cavity, and κ 1 and κ 2 are the decay rates due to the energy escape into the bus and stub waveguides, respectively. θ i (i = 1, 2) is the phase of the coupling coefficient. The dielectric cavity and stub waveguide possess mirror symmetry with respect to the reference plane. The incoming and outgoing waves in coupled waveguides should satisfy the following relationships
The waves in the stub waveguide should satisfy a steady-state relation: S +21 = δe jϕ S −21 . Here, δ and ϕ are the amplitude attenuation and the phase change between the incoming and outgoing waves of the stub waveguide. Thus, the transmittance efficiency of the waveguide-resonator system can be derived as
From equation (3), the transmittance is dependent on the phase term ϕ which can be described as: ϕ = 2L 2 ω Re(n eff )/c + θ . Here, θ stands for the additional phase shift of the stub waveguide, L 2 is the length of the stub waveguide and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. n eff represents the effective refractive index of the fundamental SP mode in the waveguides, which can be obtained by the following dispersion equations [14, 24] 
Here ε d and ε m stand for the dielectric constant of the insulator and the metal. k d and k m are transverse propagation constants in the dielectric and metal, respectively. w is the width of dielectric layers. β is the propagation constant of the SP wave. k 0 = ω/c represents the wavevector of the incident light in vacuum. In our configurations, the metal is assumed as silver, whose frequency-dependent complex permittivity can be described by the well-known Drude
Here ε ∞ is the dielectric constant at the infinite frequency, ω p and γ stand for the bulk plasma and electron collision frequencies, respectively. These parameters for silver can be set as ε ∞ = 3.7, ω p = 9.1 eV, and γ = 0.018 eV [14] . The insulators in the cavities and waveguides are assumed as air (ε d = 1). By employing the above theoretical modeling, we investigate the transmission response of the waveguide-resonator system. Figure 1(b) shows spectral transmittance as a function of incident wavelength for different coupling rates between the cavity and stub waveguide. When the decay rate κ 2 is zero, the effect of the stub waveguide can be neglected. A broad transmitted dip appears at the resonance wavelength of the side-coupled cavity. As the coupling rate increases, it is found that the transmission spectrum possesses a typical EIT-like feature: a narrow transparency peak in the center of a broader transmitted dip [27, 28] . The EIT-like performance is also known as coupled-resonator-induced transparency similar to EIT in the atomic system [29] , which is derived from the destructive interference between the two optical pathways passing and bypassing the stub waveguide. The larger coupling rate induces a higher peak transmission and wider spectral bandwidth. From equation (3), it is also important to note that the location of the induced-transparency peak relies on the phase term ϕ of the stub waveguide, which is determined by the length L 2 . As shown in figure 1(c) , the EIT-like peak has a red-shift with the increase of the length of the stub waveguide. The increment of the peak wavelength is almost invariable when the increment of L 2 is fixed.
Numerical experiments and results
The transmission response of the plasmonic configuration is investigated numerically by the FDTD method [30] . The widths of cavity A and waveguides are set as 50 nm. The lengths L 1 and L 2 are 250 nm and 290 nm, respectively. The coupling distance g between the cavity and bus waveguide is 5 nm. Figure 2(a) shows the spectral transmittance of the configuration with different coupling distance t. The smaller t corresponds to larger coupling rate between the cavity and stub waveguide. It is found that the spectrum possesses a broad transmitted dip with the coupling distance of 80 nm, which is sufficiently larger than the field skin depth of silver surfaces. The coupling effect of the stub waveguide can be neglected. A narrow transparency peak appears in the transmitted dip and the EIT-like peak becomes wider with the decrease of t. The results are in good agreement with the theoretical modeling. Figure 2 (b) reveals the evolution of transmission spectrum with the length of stub waveguide. The result shows that a high transmission peak appears in the background of a broad transmitted dip and possesses a nearly linear red-shift, which is consistent with the theoretical results in figure 1(c) . The EIT-like transmission response can be utilized to design bandpass plasmonic filters [28] , and thus the coupling distance t and the length L 2 of the stub waveguide enable control of the filtering features, such as wavelength and bandwidth.
Successively, two filtering units with a separation D 1 are integrated into a plasmonic system to investigate the spectral response. As seen in the inset of figure 3(a) , the lengths of cavities L 2 are 290 nm and 260 nm, respectively. The other physical parameters are the same as that in figure 2(a) . The two filtering units will generate phase-coupled induced transparency between the adjacent transmitted dips [31] . The phase-coupled induced transparency must be suppressed for excellent wavelength-selective effects. This transparency transmittance is sensitive to D 1 and will be quenched due to the destructive interference when the separation D 1 equals λ/[4 Re(n eff )]. As depicted in figure 3(a) , the real part of n eff and the optimal D 1 are about 1.394 and 155 nm at the wavelength of 874 nm which is marked as ' ' in figure 3(b) . The inset of figure 3(b) shows the spectral transmittance as a function of D 1 for the incident wavelength of 874 nm.
The transmittance is minimal around 155 nm, which verifies the above analysis. We note that the detuning between adjacent transmitted dips influences the spectral transmittance between the two EIT-like peaks. By decreasing the length difference between the adjacent cavities, smaller detuning will lead to the further drop of the transmittance, as shown in figure 3(b) . The transmission spectrum exhibits two EIT-like resonance peaks in the broad transmitted dip, which can act as a dual-channel filter. The transmission features are very important for the design of high-count-channel bandpass plasmonic filters. Figure 4 (a) reveals the plasmonic configuration with cascading fundamental filtering units with adjacent separation D i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1). To exemplify the scalability of the proposed plasmonic filtering structures, four coupled cavities and stub waveguides (N = 4) are arrayed to realize four-channel bandpass plasmonic filters. The lengths of cavities are set as 275, 250, 225, and 200 nm. The lengths of stub waveguides are 315 nm, 290 nm, 265 nm, and 240 nm, respectively. The width of waveguides and cavities is 50 nm, the coupling distances between the cavities and stub waveguide are 25 nm, 25 nm, 30 nm, and 35 nm. In order to efficiently depress the transmittance between the EIT-like peaks, the separations between the adjacent cavities are set as 170 nm, 160 nm, and 145 nm. As shown in figure 4(b) , the EIT-like spectral peaks exhibit nearly identical interval and height. Meanwhile, the forbidden regions between the peaks are sufficiently low. The transmission characteristics are helpful for a four-channel bandpass plasmonic filter. To further investigate the tunability of the plasmonic filter, we remove the third stub waveguide (i.e. L 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new kind of bandpass plasmonic filter with multiple channels in waveguideresonator systems. The systems consist of MIM bus and stub waveguides coupled with rectangular cavities. The theoretical modeling shows that the transmission spectral response mimicking EIT can be realized in the plasmonic system with special geometric parameters, as confirmed by FDTD simulations. The EIT-like transmission response enables the realization of ultracompact high-channel-count bandpass plasmonic filters. The filtering wavelengths and bandwidths can be easily controlled by changing the lengths of stub waveguides and the coupling distances between the cavities and stub waveguides, respectively. The proposed configurations may find significant applications in highly-integrated dense wavelength division demultiplexing systems.
